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Plot        

Scrooge sees rich gentlemen talking about someone who has 

died. They won’t go to the funeral unless they get something 

out of it (free lunch) 

Crime ridden/poor London where 3 people are selling 

expensive items in Old Joe’s shop. They are Scrooge’s items 

but he doesn’t know. 

Dead body covered in a bed. Scrooge can’t reveal the 

identity. 

We see poor people happy that this person has died as it 

buys them time to get their debt money together. (Caroline) 

We see the Cratchit family, sad because Tiny Tim has died. 

Scrooge sees a grave with his own name on it and begs for 

another chance to change. 

 

Language 

Adverbs used to slow down the pace when the Phantom moves 

Vocab choice ‘shrouded in black’ = garment for the dead & 

connotation of the colour 

Pun on name Caroline = to keep light hearted tone of Dickens’ 

message 

Third person = no identity of spirit or dead person in bed 

Metaphor for crime ‘reeked with crime’ 

Adjectives to describe poor area of London 
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Repetition of ‘dark’ 

Simile = when Tiny Tim has died = ‘still as statues’ 

False start of sentences (Mrs Cratchit) to show sadness 

 

Symbols 

Fire = Cratchits still have one even though Tiny Tim has died 

Spirit = death 

 

Context 

London has 2 distinct areas = shows class divide & poverty issue  

 

Structure 

A continuation from stave 3 

Ends with going back in time = end the supernatural visitors 

 

Setting 

London – crime ridden poor area, Cratchit’s house, poor people’s 

house,  

Green area for Tiny Tim = nature, peace, life 
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Character 

Scrooge 

The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come 

Rich Gentlemen 

Old Joe & 3 poor people 

Poor couple (Caroline) 

Cratchit family 

 

Theme 

 

Class divide – crime ridden London 

Change / redemption – confirmed his changed nature 

Family / companionship – Cratchit family 

Supernatural – Death image of ghost & playing with time 

Responsibility – Scrooge wants to save Tiny Tim 

 


